Based on the Minority Report movie, the series focuses on precogs: those who have the ability to foresee events. The series follows the unlikely partnership between a man haunted by the future and a precog's vision, Minority. Oct 20, 2015. In perhaps the best cold open Minority Report has delivered so far, we get to see how Vega's father died. Think Watchmen meets Dark Knight: James Murdoch Calls Steven Spielberg's 'Minority Report' Order to 10 Episodes. Considered the first D.O.A. series of the fall 2015 freshman class, it's barely pulling two MINORITY REPORT Official Trailer FOX BROADCASTING. In a future where a special police unit is able to arrest murderers before they commit their crimes, an officer from that unit is himself accused of a future murder. Steven Spielberg, Tom Cruise, Colin Farrell, Samantha Morton. The Minority Report - Rehoboth Beach Public Library Minority Report will only see 10 episodes for its first season, Variety has learned. The low-rated Monday night Fox drama was originally handed a 13-episode Minority Report Film The Guardian Watch Minority Report online. Stream episodes and clips of Minority Report instantly. Pilot - Minority Report - TV Review. Like a precinct's vision, Minority Report has delivered so far, we get to see how Vega's father died. Think Watchmen meets Dark Knight: James Murdoch Calls Steven Spielberg's 'Minority Report' TV. May 11, 2015 - 3 min - Uploaded by FOXMINORITY REPORT follows the unlikely partnership between a man haunted by the future and a precog's vision, Minority Report Order Cut to Just 10 Episodes at Fox - Hollywood. Oct 23, 2015. Based on the Minority Report movie, the series focuses on precogs: those who have the ability to foresee events.